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Preface 
Thirty-four million people in the United States and Canada wear contact lenses. A large 
percentage of those 34 million people wear soft contact lenses. So, why bother learning 
how to fit rigid gas permeable (RGP) lenses? Of the 34 million contact lens wearers, 15% 
wear RGPs. That equates to over 5 million patients who need your lens fitting expertise. 
The process of fitting rigid gas permeable (RGP) contact lenses can be rewarding and 
challenging. Likewise, the process oflearning to fit RGPs can be challenging but worth the 
journey. Lens terminology, on-eye evaluation, and determination of necessary lens 
changes can be confusing to the beginning lens fitter. OrthoToo/2000, in conjunction with 
this manual, will facilitate this process. 
OrthoToo/2000 is a powerful software tool that allows the lens fitter to simulate the fit of 
RGPs by entering basic patient information and lens parameters. This simulation gives the 
lens fitter the opportunity to visualize the appropriateness of a particular lens design 
without even placing the lens on the eye. Using OrthoToo/2000, complex and simple 
lenses can be designed, evaluated, and understood with relative ease. 
The purpose of this OrthoTool 2000 training guide is not necessarily to make you, the 
beginning lens fitter, proficient in the use of the OrthoToo/2000 software. Though 
software proficiency may be an added benefit, the true purpose behind this guide is to 
provide the novice lens fitter with a basic competence and understanding of RGP lens 
fitting. 
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Chapter 1: Lens Anatomy 
'------ Optical Zone (OZ) 
..._ ___ Seoonaary Curve ( SC) 
'----- Peript)eral Curve {PC) 
'-------- Overau Lens o•ameter (OAO} ______ _.. 
Fig. 1.1 Cross-sectional view of a standard RGP lens. 
The purpose of this chapter is to familiarize you with the terminology used to describe RGP 
lens anatomy. During our discussion oflens anatomy you are advised to refer to the 
diagram above. It is placed at the beginning of this chapter as a quick reference anytime 
you need a visual of the terms discussed throughout this manual. 
Base Curve (Radius) 
The radius of curvature of the back (ocular) surface of the RGP lens is referred to as the 
base curve (BC). The base curve correlates with the optical zone of the lens (see figure 
1.2). The practitioner determines the base curve from the patient's keratometric readings. 
Chapter five will discuss the fitting relationship of the lens as changes to the base curve are 
made. 
Base Cutve (BC) 
Fig. 1.2 The base curve (outlined in red) is the curvature of the back surface of the lens. 
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Overall Lens Diameter 
Fig. 1.3 
Optical Zone 
The overall lens diameter (OAD) is the distance from 
one edge of the lens to the other. This distance is 
depicted in the diagram to the left by the black arrow in 
figure 1.3. In chapter four we will discuss the 
relationship between the horizontal visible iris diameter 
(HVID) and the overall diameter of the RGP lens. 
As its name implies, the optical zone (OZ) is the central area of the RGP that contains the 
optics or dioptric power of the lens. Increasing the optical zone diameter will also increase 
the overall diameter of the lens if the secondary and peripheral curve widths are not 
changed. (See figure 1.4.) Fitting relationships due to changes in overall diameter and 
optical zone diameter will be discussed in chapter six. 
Optical Zone 
Overall lens diameter 
8.5mm 
9.0mm 
9.5mm 
Optical zone diameter 
7.1mm 
7.6mm 
8.lmm 
Secondary Curve V\lldth = 0.4mm 
Peripheral Curve V\lldth = 0.3mm 
Fig. 1.4 Optical zone and its direct relationship to the overall lens diameter. 
Secondary Curve (Radius) 
--------7---------- -
-- . · - ~ 
-...: 
' . Secondary Curve Base curve~ ',. 
The secondary curve (SC) is a 
flatter radius of curvature adjacent 
to the base curve. It is 
approximately 0.70 mm to 1.50 
mm flatter than the base curve 
radius. The width of the secondary 
curve is between 0.2 to 1.00 mm. 
Fig. 1.5 The need for the secondary curve 
arises due to the eccentricity of the 
cornea. (Refer to chapter four for a review of eccentricity.) The relationship between the 
base curve and the secondary curve is depicted in figure 1.5. 
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Peripheral Curve (Radius) 
f'enpberal C'ruve 
Fig. 1.6 
The peripheral curve (PC) is the outer most curve on the posterior surface. Its design is to 
clear the peripheral cornea and limbus, which directly affects patient comfort. The width 
of the Peripheral Curve Radius is between 0.1 to 0.4 mm. 
As you become familiar with the OrthoTool program, you will learn how changing these 
lens curve parameters will alter the fitting relationship of the lens. These fitting 
relationships will be discussed in detail throughout this manual. 
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Chapter 2: Setting Up Excel for OrthoToo/2000 
Enabling Macros 
Before opening OrthoTool, Excel needs to be setup to handle some of OrthoTool 's 
advanced requirements. 
In order to achieve full functionality of the program you will need to make sure the macros 
have been enabled in Excel and that certain add-ins to Excel have been installed. To enable 
macros, first open Microsoft Excel and follow the subsequent instructions. 
l !JHo~l 
~" ~t 1\.'lfl'.s.t .t ... ~ ~-"' ~·· ·~ 
i:t [~ :; it ~ ~- ~.. p • ll ~ l«m • 
11i 
~~ ~-.\",'tib~:'>t, .. , 
!.~ ~'!.(;:~ 
~C<!l-i>ll"' 
~--
~ $&1~\)ft~'t\;,.~ ... 
h:J.k~ .. 
'!Nt~~· .. 
Q.&t.:a.ll,i;'li!i'.:::ii<i~. 
Fig. 2.1 Changing macro security levels in Excel. 
This will open the Security dialog box (see fig. 2.2). 
1) Select the Medium security level. 
2) Click on "OK." 
To enable macros (refer to fig. 2.1 ): 
1) 
2) 
3) 
Click on "Iools" on the 
standard toolbar at the top 
ofthepage. 
Move your cursor to 
"Macro." 
Highlight and single-click 
on "~ecurity." 
I !14!11 ,__ 
, .. !i\tl. ~ ~·""'"''*""' ttl.l$4:od""'<:e:> ,.. b•Niiowed ' 
lO!'Ul-~,_,o•,.e-<llly~. 
1:0 ~-'I.:<J ·(df;~~"' .... .tti>l>~pct-. 
l~IMO'IlS • 
. ~ ~ ... (not~). \ "ou;we r« p<«:t«e-dfNllll 
 ~««ros. Us&tt.sselttlgllt'J';'i ~"JUt.we 
vi'U$R~~"'~altd.<>tyooa4!'$Ur"'.!/: 
->'OI>~<!t!IW&. 
I 
---------· ----·----------' 
Fig. 2.2 Select the Medium security level. 
Now that you have set the macro security level at medium you may be asked if you want to 
enable macros when you open OrthoTool in the future. You will need to click on "Enable 
Macros" in order to obtain OrthoTool's full functionality. 
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Installing Add-Ins 
Finally, you will also need to install some Excel Add-ins that allow OrthoTool to perform 
complex calculations. Without these add-ins OrthoTool will not function properly. You 
may need your Microsoft Office installation CD to complete this procedure . 
.. ~~ ~ 
:~ ~ ~~· -: 3~- -
r. """ ""'~··· 
----·~---~···-·-··· : ____ --... __ _ 
';) ~·-"'· 
~ ~--
,.,... ... . . 
t ............... . 
(\M.C (\3',~ T~ 
~ 17-~.al\l.~ 
. t«>>l"' Wiz<f'Q 
'fodk..- .Ad.:t ar. 
~ 
P.·.,...,l-and n..tfa<es "" lninMiand 
><ieralc 0.. ~ 
To install add-ins (refer to fig. 
2.3): 
1) Click on "Iools" on the 
standard toolbar at the top 
ofthepage. 
2) Highlight and single-click 
on "Add-Ins ... " 
3) Select "Analysis Toolpak" 
and "Analysis Toolpak-
VBA" 
4) Click on "OK." 
5) Follow the on-screen instructions to finish installing 
the add-ins. 
Fig. 2.3 Installing the necessary Excel add-ins. 
Once you've enabled macros and installed the add-ins you are ready to begin using your 
OrthoTool program. 
• If, when opening OrthoTool, you are asked if you want to enable macros click on 
"Enable Macros." 
• If asked to accept the terms of the End User License Agreement click on "Yes" 
(only after faithfully reading the license agreement, of course). Otherwise, you will 
not be permitted to open the program. 
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Chapter 3: Intro to OrthoToo/2000 
Navigating OrthoToo/2000 
OrthoTool is basically a complex Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. Similar functions and 
fields have been separated into individual pages that are accessible through the tabs that are 
always located at the bottom ofthe spreadsheet (see fig. 3.1). 
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Ortho Tool 2000 
FltOeslgn 
~'~~triM c.-, F.UO 
~ ::-R=mlll;Jllt loft 
6 2li<IKI'l<>O®III 
7 'll1dl<-... 
$ "~ 9--10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
Sj>llol'e 
Cyll!riler 
~s 
-t>fM•••'" 
c-
~!?;< 
L~ifye 
C.. IIIIo< ~lito< 
-~ 
D E 
c:o..--11 
!'latteltl< 
Steepest I< 
Fla!M$ 
~ 
qwer 
,.,.. 
_ _,.,..'-
I 
I 
F G H J K 
P~: L--------------------
l et't 
I I 
~toqlootC::U.-J 
-~ 
I 
~cn.s. 
flatl<:(mm) 
S~MpK(mm) 
OtltaK ((fiQjl) 
f'lat;>owtr 
~Power 
Oe!ta¢)1 
'~:----
! .I 
-~ J 
Fig. 3. 1 The page tabs are located at the bottom of the screen. 
Click on the tabs at the bottom of the page to navigate through the various pages available 
in OrthoTool. As there is not enough space at the bottom of your screen to show all the 
tabs at once you can use the tab arrows located on the bottom left to scroll through the tabs. 
Take some time to become familiar with each of the pages. 
Each of the pages is useful for complex lens fittings. For our basic tutorial, however, a 
select few of the pages will be especially helpful. The most important pages are prefaced 
in this chapter. 
Preferences Tab 
On this page you can: 
• Change your practice's contact information (e.g., phone number and address) that will 
be printed on order forms using OrthoTool. 
• Set defaults for clinical warnings. 
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• 
• 
o OrthoTool will display warnings and lens suggestions when you enter patient 
information based on the values entered here. 
o The actual warnings and suggestions can be viewed on the "Fit Design" page. 
Customize lens designs . 
o Here you can set the default values for the various lens fitting parameters (e.g., 
lens diameter, peripheral curve width, edge lift, etc.). To ensure that your 
OrthoTool program coincides with this manual, these default values must be 
changed. 
To change the default values: 
1. Click on the "Sphere AEL" button as shown in figure 3.2. This will automatically 
scroll down the page to the "Spherical RGP Lens with PCs calculated by AEL 
Tuner" settings. 
A 8 c 
:!~ 1 =~2000 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
s 
N.,.. 
...,_, c-
f'h•no: 
flOC 
-
-~-
... _an-
tao-~-
D E G H J K 
~ ---~-- - -.......... ___ 30.10 ~$ 
tssue tGmnl disuse~~ ...., deb l< 
Lens Desip Suftesti-
SUgte$1:~ eesvn when .d91a K ~ 
~l3t 9lr;ric de $iOn 'Mt8n de:ll +<--
Round Cantact Lms Powers m· 
1.50 Mptars 
1111 -
11.2!11 -· 
Fig. 3.2 Click on the "Sphere AEL" button to begin changing lens default values. 
2. Change your settings to exactly mat~ll. the settings shown in figure 3.3 . 
:A. 8 C 0 E F G H I J K 
Ortho Tool 2000 
40 
4 1 The SHERICAL RGP L<ms Wilh Pes caltulated lly !\EL is a design thot is characlartt.od lly a bos&<UM!, power and d iomeler, to P<ovide ¥is ion 8tld corneal alignment, and 
42 __ ~~~~:rt:~:~:' :'~~~::t•m:lh:•:t l~sc:~:~:•':•d~w=m~th~8tl:t:~•:l ~:·:~:•d;~~~m~.,=d~lh=•:~:·~:~::~:9:~:d:•:dlly~lh=•:P:~:· :"':"';'~~~~------------~ 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
Tl>e base C1JM! tJr lllis <19s;g. IS 
displ~ ..,-.-·och 
Oll5 intremenl ~ 
--lle'il' us Ola!>letS. 
RATTER 'Iltom 1<.-s..., 
--.. llQSill¥ol'llll'l'lbers. S'!EEPER111an K¥alun <ore 
,.__as ""l'- mJmbers. 
~ ..... ~ .... 
Spherical U.DII 
0.50"' 11.00 Lens 01ameter 
1.1l1lcy1 .oJl5 
!.SOc,! .oJl5 
2.00c)4 ~.10 
250 c,l .G-10 
3Jl0c,t .G-15 
Fig. 3.3 Your settings should exactly match the circled settings. 
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These lens parameters and their fitting relationships will be discussed extensively in later 
chapters. 
Fit Design Tab 
The "Fit Design" page is where the patient's keratometric and refractive error information 
are entered into OrthoTool. The red numbers in figure 3.4 correspond with the descriptions 
below. 
E~ . OrlhoTool 2000 s..::,:~ ver.· V5.m .a: -~--"""' 1 
"""' 
Fit Oealgn {"~2000?00:?~~~~fhH«I'M 
2 
3 
-
, ___ 
~:I 8/llyBob 
4 
.,...._ 
ltilill ~- ~-~~ Righi Cd ~c...os Right Lei! 
__ ?_ j 1 s:i.K~ Flottest \< 
I I I 
Flal l<(mm) I I 
6 1MK'R..-g Sleepesi:K Sleepl<lmml I I 
7 2DCK~ HatMs Delta K !d!OPJ I I 
8 &<mli<l!r 
9 
--- --
-a--10 
-
,. 
-. Spl1ere I I I Fl81- I I 
11 ~ II C).1:nOel I I l Sleep P<Ner 1 I 
12 
- -
I I l [)go~1 I J 
13 -~0!~ • 
"" 
~- ~c-J 14 OoorRI<It Ooorllbt 
15~ 
-- ---
~-- '--- --16 R>t0<!'1oe 1 1 
... I I I 17 l ... ~ J 
-18 
19-- ~tiN ~~ 
-
'CTJe Dio i!IOZ R .. Ill 
-
~c ' OZII;'T 
~A-- C.Wtal.-21 ..__ 
~- ,_.__ .__ 
ftComoal SOli!• 1. Comeal D-C~c-.!Sh_. rap-.,_.. no ... ,.. f)Ms:m~ 1 
--
r .. -c: r..~ 
M c • ••\ Preferences ~fAOesiQn i, lens Desq\ J. stdTe.fh i._ RI...Ii.!r"6 .{ L L~ /. O'dar FCI'm /._ €«entrmy /. Tcrt: 1_ t:oi'TP\ 4 
Fig. 3.4 Showing the major areas of the ''Fit Design" page. 
1) The patient's right and left eye keratometric readings and eccentricities (to 
be explained in chapter four) are entered here. 
2) The patient' s refractive error is entered in these fields. 
3) OrthoTool provides suggestions on lens selection based on the patient's 
information. Warnings of possible complications are also shown in this 
area. 
4) The choice oflens (e.g., spherical, aspheric, bitoric, etc.) is selected here. 
Once a lens is selected the default values from the "preferences" page will 
populate the fields to the right. 
5) Although beyond the scope of this tutorial, this button can be used to define 
complex corneal shapes for those with corneal irregularities (e.g., 
keratoconus, LASIK, and post-trauma corneas) 
Lens Design Tab 
The "Lens Design" page displays the lens design parameters. Changes in the lens 
parameters such as diameter, base curve, and lens material are made on this page. The 
impact of these changes on the lens fit can be immediately simulated by clicking on the 
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next page's tab, "Std Tear Film." You will become especially familiar with these two 
pages upon completion of this tutorial. 
Std Tear Film Tab 
'·"l 
Ri!r*T-Fttr 
·~ 
.. 
ler!sOiameter·(l"nm) 
0031 
"' 
Llns Dlamet• (mm) 
Fig. 3.5 The tear ftlm layers can be simulated on this page. 
The "standard tear film" page is the bread and butter of OrthoTool. This page contains a 
graphic representation of the tear film thickness along the flattest corneal axis of each eye. 
With the simulated tear film you can predict what happens to the fitting characteristics as 
you change lens parameters. With this capability you can prototype any lens design 
without having to order and place actual lenses in the patient's eyes. 
Other Tabs 
The remaining tabs are useful and particularly helpful for more advanced fittings such as 
bitorics. As you browse through the remaining pages you'll notice the overall usefulness of 
the vertex distance correction page, the diopter to millimeter conversion page, and the RGP 
materials page. These pages will be especially helpful if you find yourself without a 
reference publication such as Tyler's Quarterly. 
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Chapter 4: Entering Patient Data 
This chapter will show you, step by step, the proper way to enter your patients' data. To 
get started, you will need to know their keratometric readings for each eye as well as their 
refractive error. The red numbers in figure 4.1 correspond with the step-by-step 
instructions below. 
B c D E f G H J (,..,..., ' 
OrthoToo/2000 lfer 0501 .02 -.EyeQNISofiWare.c:om 1 I 
K 
Fit Design Col>YfJQilt 2000.2002- AlfR(jN$ - e<i 
2 
-3 Pntctitioner: 
p __ 
----
FAAO Patient: 7_ 
4 cur.. flelllliRF Le!! Cof.-AirlsiD Righi l1!11 - ~o- s:1iQill Left 
5 lstKReatling 
-
FlattestK 
I I I 
FlatK(mm) 
6 21'ld K Reading SteepestK steep K(mm) 
7 2nd !<~,;dian • Flat Axis Delta K (dlop) 
8 a.."11n!nctlf 
9 
---
-~ Optical 01ISs ~ 10 Spbere S!Jhere 
I I I 
Flat Power 
11 Cylin!!ef Cylinder steep Power 
12 hiS A. '<I> Delta Cyl 
13 Vl!!lmt Oislallte,. 
lleftneCOIIIplex Cllmea8 1 
14 !iOroarRRa OIIWlRic 
15 ~--IS .., c:.n.ll CliiMIIr Reft-~ Clnbl Quastilns lens~ ._._~ 
16 R;p!Eye I I 17 l•11EI'!! 
18 
19 s.Mdt .... -Fill B•u P-t CTh OHIIBOZ R•• lnl S.C. p~ FtlZJEJ 
2~---MI. ~till-21 Daslgnf'81& 
22 T _....A8. C..l-
23 Design Plllllt 
'I CorMJai Semi LComeat Semi 1 O.ftne C~x Com.al Shapes 
t< < • ., \ ~fit ·Design/. tans Design /. std Tear Ftn /. R Lens /, L Lens J. Ctder Fam f. Ero!nlri:ity /.T<rt: f. Con1'i j • ' 
Fig. 4.1 Fit Design tab in OrthoTool 
Top~Form 
- · 
f".un.a·~ niRm~ f':lUWfl:I:C: r"'lfSIIImMitr 
1. Click on the "Fit Design" tab located on the bottom of the document. 
2. Enter the patient's name in the upper right comer. 
3. Clear the Rx fields by clicking on Clear R Rx and Clear L Rx buttons. 
4. In this training manual, we will be dealing with a spherical RGP, so click on the 
buttons under the Select Designs heading and select Sphere AEL from the pop-up 
menu (if the Sphere AEL design has not already been selected). 
5. Enter the patient's keratometric readings. 
• Notice, as this is done; the program automatically fills in Corneal Axis ID, 
Corneal Cross and, Corneal Cylinder Considerations fields . 
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• Enter the K readings for the right eye down the column. 
• Ex. 45.00/45.25@090 
1st K R~ading 45.00 2nd K Reading 45.25 eridian 090 
3 l'r...,tltion<or: Plltticl< ~ 
4 em•--..,. .--="'-~--'"""-'=>""r 
5 1.tKReadlng 
6 2nd K Reading 
7 1ndKM-n 
~ Eccenll1clty 
. 9 Ao<nt1W &I<M 
10 
11 
' 12 
13 
Sphere 
CyUnd.er 
Axis 
Vertex Distance 
14 
15C-.-
16 Righ!Eye 
Cle.,RRx C ...... lRx 
VIJithttteRule 
Flat Axis 
Sphere 
cyllnaer 
..... 
,.ALUEI 
1 7 Witt. ..,. J:O! H'- IIV.t!l I 1~1 
Fig. 4.2 Keratometric reading data entries. 
I I I 
Defllle COCUl.,.X COih6olS I 
<M-C.-
FiatK (mm) 
SteepK(mm) 
Oelnl K(dlop) 
Flat Power 
Steep POY<er 
Delta cyl 
7 .1 8 
7 .14 
0 .25 
I ~? I #NAME? 
I #NAME? I fiiNAME? 
I <¥NAME? I li'NAME? 
-E? 
• Enter the following K readings for the left eye in the left eye column: 
47.00/47.25@090 
6. Enter the patient's refractive error. 
• Enter patients refractive error for right eye down the right eye column. 
' 4 ·ea. ...... -. 
5 lstl<Roading 
6 2nd KReading 
7 2nd K Meridian 
8 Eccantricily 
9 -.'ICMBtM 
10 Sphere 
11 Cyttnaer 
12 Axis 
13 vertexDislanee 
14 
15 c---
16 Righi Eye 
17 L.eftEye 
18 
19 
1 20 
I 21 
22 
I 23 
_,......., 
~AS. 
$p!MMMI. 
( 
Ex. -2.50-1.25 X 180 OD 
-3.00 -1.50 X 180 OS 
Sphere -2.50 Cylinder -1.25 Axis 180 
WllhlhtRule 
W11111tteRule 
........... Base 
C"!!:!'ID1,f!IJS ) y_.g ~ ...... 
~ 7,15 
C)'lin!ler 
Ale!S 
wtt'lltte ·Rule 
With the Rute 
Power CTie 
..:2 llS 0.1$ 
~.so 0.16 
COt-'IICt~ 
F latK(mm) 
steep K(mm) 
'---....:..::.~...J....---'1.:::80"--...J Delta K (tltop) 
-2 .50 ·3.00 
-1 .25 ·1.50 
180 180 
D<lltne Complex Cot 11us j 
OiaiBOZ Rev 
1.0 
7.4 
t.O 
1A 
Opllt.'JICtll*t~XI 
Flat Power 
Steep Power 
Detts cyl 
Std Sphere or Thin 
SIIISphell! 
tnt Sec 
t.n 
·o.so 
7.18 
o.so 
Rtght 
7.50 
7.46 
0.25 
~ 2 .50 
-3 .75 
1.25 
Possible 
Probable 
Len 
7.18 
7.14 
0.25 
-3.00 
-4.50 
1.50 
PC FOZIET 
'U3 7.4 
O,JMI 0.1.2 
9.02 T-4 
0.30 0.12 
A Corneal Semi LComaal 
•"' ~ • •• \ Preferencas \fit lliBs91 t lens DHiJ7l t Std Tear ftn t R lens t llens t O!der Fam I~ t Tat t Ccm:JO I• 
Fig. 4.3 Refractive Error data entries. 
serml O.rine Compkx Come~l 'Shlllp•$ Cunoes o;.- Cur;es Diameter Topolfonn 
• Notice the fields under the Refractive Cylinder Considerations and Minus 
Cylinder headings are filled in automatically. 
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• After entering the patient's refractive error, click the Copy to Lens Design 
Page button (circled in red in figure 4.3). This will auto fill the next 
worksheet. 
Eccentricity 
Eccentricity refers to the changes in curvature from the apex of the cornea toward the 
limbus. Corneal eccentricity values range from zero (spherical shape) to 1.00 (parabolic). 
The average eccentricity (E) value is between 0.40 to 0.50. Flatter corneas have higher 
eccentricity values. Conversely, steeper corneas have lower eccentricity values. This value 
can be obtained from corneal topography . 
.45 ' / 
.35 
Fig. 4.4 Corneal eccentricity values. 
Horizontal Visible Iris Diameter 
The horizontal visible iris diameter (HVID) is a necessary measurement in determining the 
proper lens diameter. After obtaining the HVID, use the table in figure 4.5 to select the 
diameter of the initial trial lens. 
HVID 
Less than 11.4 mm 
11.5 to 12.1 mm 
Greater than 12.2 mm 
11 mm 
Trial Lens Diameter 
8.5 
9.0 
9.5 
Fig. 4.5 Select the initial trial lens diameter based on the patient's HVID. 
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The OrthoTool program will have a preset default for the lens diameter. This value can be 
customized by clicking on the "Lens Design" tab and entering the desired lens diameter 
(see figure 4.6). 
- ----·------· 
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Clear Rigid Leusj .;. Rilll• Lens spnereAEL 
BC Dioplers 8 
44.75 Sphere R<lt 
t OU(;h 7.55 
Front Radius {mm) -2.25 
7.90 Sphere 0.16 
Te.-u F*ll AI.PCs $ ;{! 
Diop1ers 0.007 7.4 
40.25 0.051 0.50 ·-~ 
35.00 0.! 12 0.30 u:l 
7.67 "-A.-.. 7.4 
. 
~ "-J. T. 0.12.0 
0.081 "'-RE.L. 0.100 
F G H 
VeT: 00.01.02 
Patient: 
RIGHT LEFT 
HDS Moteriolllloriex HD$ 
Sl..ep Roll 
Base Clrve fEcc 7-25 
-I fee -2.50 
St..epe• CerierThid<noss 0.16 
-Ran~ <:~::> 5.0 
I!Oo>:OI 7.4 
~c~ve 
lrtonnodioteC<Ne 
~C>Arvo 7.98 
~Curve 5.02 
Fratto<: 7.4 
EdiloT- 0.120 
A>IIIIEdgeUft 0.100 I 18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
The rtahttearvolu""' Is 0.502 cubic mm. The left tear volume Is 0.558 cubic mm 
~c-
fl<>n!Siaf-""" 27.9 -o.:z;; L<lllllc Allg!Q &Loot L<lllllc 
. . 
J K L 
www.SyeDea/Sottware.com 
Copytigh/2000,2002- Ail RiQIJM R-.rved 
J.D. 
Spher.AEL AI Left L~lS j Cle01 Left Lens 
• BC Diop1ers 
Steel> Sphere 46.50 
MUC-h 
Front Radius (mm) 
Sl&&pel Sphem 7.60 
Aalt~ AI.PCs TeMFitm 
0.011 Diop1ers 
0.50 0.056 42.25 
0.'30 0.119 37.38 
~-" 7.30 
.J. T. -> ~.21-t 
RE.L.~ 0.079 
The LEFT is liiQ&r b\' 1 0.75'11 . 
29.1 -0.35 ff&rll 'Sifl .. lC~ 
~ • • " \ Prefereoces J. At Desigl ).. Lens Design J. Std Tear Flin J. R lHls J. L Lens J. Older Faro J. Eccentricity J. Toric J. cmpol• 
Fig. 4.6 Lens Design worksheet showing where lens diameters can be changed. 
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Chapter 5: Base Curve 
Base Curve 
The shape of the curve on the inside surface of a contact lens is the base curve. The base 
curve of the contact lens will generally mirror the front surface of the cornea. By changing 
the base curve you can influence the contact lens-corneal interaction. The base curve can 
influence the movement of the contact lens on the cornea of the eye and the amount of tear 
layer that is under the contact lens. 
Ideally, we would like to have between 0.010 and 0.020 mm of tear film between the 
contact lens and the cornea to most closely mimic the eye's natural tear layer and provide 
optimal comfort. The tear layer under the contact lens is important because it influences 
the amount of oxygen that reaches the cornea in addition to creating a ''tear lens" which can 
influence the effective power of the contact lens on the eye. 
An ideal tear film model is shown in figure 5.1. This is a cross-sectional view with the 
center ofthe tear film shown on the left side of the model. Values for the thickness of the 
tear film are listed on the graph on the left hand side. However, OrthoTool takes the guess 
work out of it by giving you the values at key locations under the lens. Notice the number 
just below the central portion ofthe tear film. The value of0.016 is an ideal tear layer 
thickness as it is between 0.010 and 0.020 mm. This tear lens model also shows touch in 
the mid-periphery where the lens actually rests on the cornea. The thickness values under 
the secondary and peripheral curves are also shown. 
~ Tear fltn 
.... 
O.IS 
Lens Diameter (mm) 
0 01 5 tooth 
Fig. 5.1 Simulation of an ideal tear film layer. 
Making Base Curve Selections: 
1) Begin by entering this patient' s data in the "Fit Design" page. 
• OD: 41.75@ 090 and 41.25@ 180 
OS: 41.75@ 090 and 41.25@ 180 
• OD: -2.00-0.50X180 
OS : -2.00-0.50Xl80 
• Assume a vertex distance of 12 mm 
0 .0~ 2 Q.1 01 
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Fig. 5.2 Enter the above keratometric and refractive values and click on the Copy to Lens Design button. 
2) Click on the Copy to Lens Design Page button once the patient's information has been 
entered. 
3) Click the "Lens Design" tab to bring up the "Lens Design" page (see figure 5.3). 
a) Values for the tear film thickness between the cornea and the contact lens will be 
written in green. 
b) You can adjust the base curve by clicking on the Steeper or Flatter button. Each 
time a Steeper or Flatter button is clicked the base curve radius is adjusted by 
0.05mm. 
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Fig. 5.3 Note the change in tear film volumes (in green) when you click on the steeper and flatter buttons. 
4) Click on the "Std Tear Film" tab to bring up the Standard Tear Film Model (figure 5.4). 
2 
3 
a) Here you will see a graphical illustration of the tear film between the cornea and the 
lens. This is a flat fit with not much of a tear film layer. The model shows touch in 
the center of the lens that will cause lens decentration. This fit is less than ideal. 
Standard Tear FHm Model Copyngll/2000,2002- AU Rit/hls RotJeNo<i 
Pal!ent 0 
I 4 o.ts 
5 -Tearf'lrll 
6 
.... 
touth 
025 
LeftTMrFIIn 
.... 
0.15 
~10 
.... . 
OJ)I) 
Iouth 
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Effect of Base Curve on the Tear Film 
In order to see how base curve changes can affect the tear film, you can adjust the base 
curve on the right eye only. This will allow you to compare the tear layer induced by 
adjusting the base curve in the right eye to the unchanged tear layer of the left eye. 
Flat Base Curve 
1) On the Lens Design page, click the Steeper button of the right eye twice. This will 
change the base curve from 8.2 to 8.1. Notice how the green tear layer numbers change 
as you change the base curve. 
2) Now click on the "Std Tear Film" tab. Figure 5.5 shows what you will see. 
4 
5 
""" 6 
7 ..• 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 ... 
15 020 
16 
17 0.11! 
18 0.10 
I 19 
~TeorRlm 
Lens Diameter (mm) 
0.010 O.o.l2 0.101 
Lett Teer Fan 
1
20 '·" 
21 o.oo+---~--~----~----..--.....-----..-~""1'=~~--~-~--
22 _________ _ ______ L_•n_so_l•~mm_•r_<~_l _____ __ ~-~-----
23 lauch 0.002 0.0~~ 0.104 
1 24 Tll•HIIfit-t>'i>!loi-JSJ.ollfll~ .. ~mllt. m.t,_-~-# ~Jita~-. m.t.PTIS~.IIJI~$.$J",., 
Fig. 5.5 Std Tear Film page demonstrating increased tear film under the steeper lens on the right eye. 
3) Compare the tear film induced by the steeper base curve on the right eye to the tear film 
induced by the flat fit on the left eye. Note the lens now touches as desired in the mid-
periphery and no longer touches centrally. 
4) Figure 5.6 is a photo illustration of what this lens configuration would actually look like 
on the eyes. 
00 OS 
Fig. 5.6 Photo illustration of contact lens fit. OD: Good tear layer, with good centration. OS: Inadequate 
tear layer (flat or loose fit), with decentration temporally and touch in the middle. 
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Steep Base Curve 
1) On the Lens Design page, click the right eye's Steeper button two more times to 
increase the base curve from 8.1 to 8.0 mm. 
2) Now click on the Std Tear Film page. 
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a) Figure 5.7 shows what you should see. The central tear thickness is thicker than 
ideal. The steep fit will likely cause inferior decentration because the upper lid is 
unable to pull the lens superiorly on blinking. 
02> 
RigttTeerfan 
... 
a" 
0.10 
0.05 
0.00 
Lens Diameter (mm) 
0.023 touch 0.042 0.101 
a25 
Left Tew Flm 
().2t) 
a15 
~10 
.... 
0.00 
Lens Diameter (mm) 
tnuch 0.002 O.OH 0.1 04 
24 The right- YOlwiM is t1.410 cttbic mm. TheJef'tt.Nr YOIUme is OAllcQbic mm. Theu:FT is.Jlfl'get D'J' DS • .SJ"' •• 
Fig. 5.7 Std Tear Film page showing an extra steep base curve lens on the right eye. 
b) Figure 5.8 is a photo illustration of what this lens configuration would actually look 
like on the eyes. 
00 OS 
Fig. 5.8 Photo illustration of contact lens fit. OD: Large tear layer (steep or tight fit), with inferior 
decentration. OS: Inadequate tear layer (flat or loose fit), with temporal decentration. 
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SAMFAP: Stee er Add Minus; Flatter Add Plus 
On Flat "K" SAM 
No Adjustment Steeper Add Minus Flatter Add Plus 
Fig. 5.9 The tear lens effect associated with steep and flat fits. 
The base curve influences the effective refractive power of the lens due to the shape of the 
tear layer between the lens and cornea. 
As shown in figure 5.9, a base curve that is fit on flat "K" (the flatter of the two meridians) 
corresponds with the curvature of the cornea. The tear lens is the same thickness from the 
center to the periphery of the lens. Thus, the tear layer has no refractive effect. No 
adjustments to the power of the lens are necessary. 
If the base curve is steeper than the curvature ofthe cornea, the tear layer has a plus add 
effect because it is thicker in the center and thinner in the periphery. Thus, extra minus 
needs to be added to the lens power to counter the plus effect of the tear lens. 
If the base curve is flatter than the corneal curvature, the tear layer induces a minus effect 
because it is thinner centrally and thicker peripherally. Extra plus should be added to the 
lens power to counteract the minus effect of the tear lens. 
Fitting Pearls 
• Base curve adjustments change the effective power. 
• Changes in the lens diameter (discussed in the next chapter) do not change the 
effective power. 
• The shape of the tear layer -not the thickness- determines changes in the lens power. 
Fortunately, OrthoTool adjusts the refractive power for you when making changes to the 
base curve. Figure 5.10 shows the "Order Form" page with these changes. 
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e=.' Ortho Tool 2000 VerOO.Of .02 1 
' 
" ~ Lens Order Form 2 
3 Order Date 5100411:31 AM Patrick Caroline, FMO 
4 Paragon CRT Rules 
5 Patient J.O. Lake Oswego, Oregon 97035 
I 6 fll RI(JIIlleus Cle.11 Base 1M' Diameter CT IC1 1C2 ICJ 7 S!>l•!f<!AB.. Design 8.00 [ -3.00) 9.0 I 0.16 I 1 9.31 
8 ~ Material I I I 0.50 
9 ColOr ease Etc FrontEcc 
I OONctes: 10 
11 ~Len Lens Cleill Base I 1M' Diame1er CT IC1 IC2 ICJ 
12 Sflllet't!AB. Desi1ln 8.~ c:: -2.00 ""'I 9.0 I 0.16 J I 9.31 
13 H[lS Material I I l 0.50 
14 Color Base!;cc Fro~t Ecc 
I OS Notes: 15 
$p~hllftl1tunlol\s 
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Fig. 5.10 Order Form page. 
J K L 
www.eyoOe:J/SoftW.lre.com 
COpyrigtlf 200C,Z002- All Ri!J~$ Rt:~~d 
Tel: 
I Fax: 
email: 
IC4 BOZ FOZIET 
I 11.05 I 7.4 I 7.4 
I 0.30 I I 0.12 
IC4 BOZ FOZIET 
I 11.os 1 7.4 I 7.4 
I 0.30 I I 0.12 
Notice how the BVP (back vertex power) of the right contact lens that will be ordered has 
been adjusted to compensate for the induced tear lens caused by the changes you made to 
the base curve of this lens. (The left lens has not been changed from the original settings.) 
The SAMF AP calculations have been done automatically. 
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Chapter 6: Optical Zone 
Fig. 6.1 Opt1cal zone diameter. 
The Optical Zone is the central area of the lens where the refracting power of the lens is 
located. Optical Zone Diameter (OZD) has a direct relationship to the overall diameter of 
the lens (see chapter one for details). Changing the diameter of the optical zone changes 
the fit of the lens but not the power. 
Optical Zone Fitting Relationships 
Larger OZ diameter Smaller OZ diameter 
Steeper fitting lens Flatter fittrng lens 
Fig. 6.2 Optical zone fitting rules. 
Within this chapter we assume the only change being made to the RGP is the optical zone 
diameter. The base curve as well as the other parameters will be kept constant. As a result, 
any change in the overall lens diameter will directly affect the optical zone diameter. 
Within the OrthoTool program the parameter that we will be changing, referred to simply 
as the diameter, is the overall lens diameter. 
Figure 6.3 illustrates how and why optical zone diameter changes affect the fit of the RGP 
lens. 
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Fig. 6.3 
Optical 
Zone 
Constant 
~:::.--;;.-------~/Base Curve 
Notice the variation 
in curvature from 
Due to the natural eccentricity of the cornea an RGP of constant base curve will fit 
differently depending on the diameter of the lens. Referring to figure 6.4, you can clearly 
see that a smaller diameter lens will fit flatter on the cornea and a larger diameter lens will 
fit steeper. 
This Optical Zone Diameter shows a Increasing the Optical Zone Diameter 
flat fitting relationship to the cornea. steepens the tit of the Jens. 
-------------. 
Fig. 6.4 Smaller vs. larger optical zone diameters. 
Fitting Pearls 
• Flat is synonymous with Loose 
• Steep is synonymous with Tight 
Now let's see it in action (or, in our case, simulated action). First, return to the lens design 
page by clicking on the "Lens Design" tab. Steepen the left lens by clicking on the steeper 
button four times. This should make left and right lens values identical. You should see 
identical tear layers on the Standard Tear Film page. 
On the "lens design" page, change the diameter of the right lens to 7.5 mm. Click on the 
"Std Tear Film" tab. The tear film for the right and left eyes should be similar to figure 
6.5. Notice the diameter length difference between the two lenses. 
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Fig. 6.5 
Notice that as the diameter of the lens is made smaller the central thickness of the tear film 
is decreased. This decrease in tear thickness will result in a flatter fitting lens than the 
larger diameter steeper fitting lens. In figure 6.5, the central tear film thickness, given in 
millimeters, has been circled in red. 
The tear film of the right eye in figure 6.5 is significantly thinner than the tear film of the 
left eye. As a result, the right lens will fit flatter. An important point to consider is that, 
though the thicknesses of the two layers are different, the shapes ofthe two tear layers are 
proportionally the same. This means that there is no refractive difference between the two 
tear lenses. So, as noted in the previous chapter, no adjustment (such as SAMFAP) to the 
power of the RGP is necessary if only the diameter of the lens is changed. 
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Chapter 7: Curves and Lifts 
L------ Optical Zone (OZ) _____ _. 
.....__ __ Secondary Curve (SC) 
...__ _ Peripheral Curve (PC) 
'-------- Overan Lens Diameter (OAD) _______ ___. 
Fig. 7 .1 . Secondary and Peripheral curves of a contact lens. 
Secondary and Peripheral Curves 
As discussed in chapter one, the secondary curve, adjacent to the base curve, has a flatter 
radius of curvature. It is approximately 0. 70 mm to 1.50 mm flatter than the base curve 
radius. The width of the secondary curve is between 0.2 mm to 1.00 mm. The peripheral 
curve is the outer most curve on the ocular surface. The width of the peripheral curve is 
between 0.1 mm to 0.4 mm. 
The secondary and peripheral curves are an important part of a good lens design. This 
portion of the lens performs several key functions. The secondary and peripheral curves 
create a reservoir of oxygen-rich tears at the edge of the lens. They allow lens movement 
which creates the pumping action that moves oxygen-laden tears behind the lens and 
flushes out metabolic wastes. They create a bearing zone that helps control lens 
positioning. The peripheral curve also lifts the lens away from the cornea for a more 
comfortable fit. 
An ideal tear reservoir for the secondary and peripheral curves is 30 and 1 00 microns, 
respectively. In order to achieve 30 microns of tear film under the secondary curve and 
1 00 microns of tear film under the peripheral curve, the parameters must be set as indicated 
in chapter three of this manual. Another way to set these parameters is by going to the lens 
design tab and entering the values needed to achieve your desired tear thicknesses. 
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Figure 7.2 shows where the curve values can be altered (circled in red) and the 
corresponding tear thickness (in green). As changes are made to the secondary and 
peripheral curves, the tear thicknesses are automatically updated. 
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Fig. 7.2 Lens Design. Secondary and Peripheral curves. 
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These tear film values should be close to 0.030 and 0.1 00. You can also view the results in 
the Standard Tear Film Model. 
Click on the "Std Tear Film" tab to see the values . 
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Fig. 7.3 Standard Tear Film layers. 
It should be noted that excessive clearance results in an unstable lens fit because of an 
inverted tear meniscus and reduced lens adhesion. It can also cause peripheral dimpling at 
3 and 9 o'clock. A flatter peripheral curve gives less corneal irritation but greater lid 
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sensation. Too little peripheral clearance, however, gives unsatisfactory tear exchange 
because of increased capillary attraction. It can also cause arcuate staining and lens 
adhesion. 
Edge Thickness 
One of the most important lens design factors for optimized comfort is a centered or 
slightly superiorly positioned lens. This can be achieved in some hard to fit corneas by 
lenticulating the edge. Lenticulation involves decreasing the edge thickness to thin the 
high minus power lens edge or increasing the edge thickness in low minus and all plus 
lenses. Typically, a plus lenticulation is recommended for powers greater than -5.00D. 
Likewise, as the center of gravity of all plus power lenses is more anterior, it is important to 
have sufficient edge thickness for proper interaction with the upper lid. Therefore, a minus 
lenticulation is beneficial for minus lens powers less than -1.50D and all plus power lenses. 
Changing Edge Thickness- Enter a value between 0.05 mm and 0.20 mm. (Default= 
0.12 mm). If you need more edge lens interaction it should be increased in 0.03mm 
increments. 
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Fig. 7.4 Changing Edge Thickness. 
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Axial Edge Lift 
Axial edge lift (also known as edge clearance) measures the vertical distance between the 
end of the peripheral curve and an imaginary line extending the base curve past the lens 
diameter (demonstrated in figure 7.5). 
Fig. 7.5 Axial Edge Lift. 
The amount of edge lift is determined by the peripheral curves. A flat peripheral curve, for 
example, can lead to excessive edge lift. Too much edge lift can cause lens awareness, lens 
decentration, and corneal dessication. On the other hand, a steep peripheral curve produces 
minimal edge lift which can lead to lens adhesion and limbal vascularization. 
You can find the axial edge lift values on the "lens design" page (circled in red in figure 
7.6). If you compare a lens with the same base curve, peripheral curves and widths at two 
different diameters, the larger diameter lens will measure a higher axial edge lift. Axial 
edge lift begins to lose accuracy as the diameter increases and has little or no value when 
working with reverse geometry lenses. 
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Fig. 7.6 Axial edge lift (circled in red) and radial edge lift (circled in green) values are automatically updated 
as changes are made to other lens parameters. 
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Radial Edge Lift 
Radial edge lift measures the distance between and end of the peripheral curve and an 
imaginary line extending the base curve past the lens diameter on a plane that is 
perpendicular to the extended base curve (see figure 7.7). You can find the radial edge lift 
values on the "lens design" page (circled in green in figure 7.6). The difference in radial 
edge lift for the same lens at two diameters is less than the difference in axial edge lift. 
Radial edge lift also has little or no value when working with reverse geometry lenses. 
Fig. 7.7 Radial Edge Lift. 
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Chapter 8: Astigmatism 
Placed on an astigmatic cornea, a lens will move in the direction of the steeper meridian. 
As a result, astigmatism plays a major role in RGP fitting. Corneal toricity can either 
facilitate or hinder the lens fitting process. 
Rigid lenses essentially create a new, spherical surface on the front of the eye which can 
mask a significant amount of corneal irregularities including corneal cylinder. As a result, 
spherical RGPs can be a great solution for patients who have with-the-rule corneal 
astigmatism. 
Unfortunately, spherical RGPs cannot mask lenticular (or residual) astigmatism. Although 
OrthoTool can be used to help design toric RGPs for patients with lenticular astigmatism, 
that instruction set will not be included in this basic introduction to RGPs and OrthoTool. 
With-the-Rule Astigmatism 
With-the-rule (WTR) astigmatism, as illustrated by corneal 
topography in figure 8.1, consists of a vertical meridian that is 
steeper in relation to the horizontal meridian. When 
evaluating corneal topography, remember that cold colors are 
flatter and warm colors are steeper (e.g., blue represents 49.00 
D and red represents 54.00 D of corneal curvature). The 
difference in corneal curvature of the two meridians leads to 
some helpful fitting characteristics for patients who have 
WTR corneal astigmatism. 
Fig. 8.1 WTR astigmatism. 
On a non-spherical cornea a rigid lens will normally 
touch the cornea in two areas. The lens touches or 
impinges on the cornea where the edges of the lens 
come in contact with the flattest meridian. Figure 8.2 
illustrates where a spherical lens would be expected to 
impinge on a WTR cornea. While the lens impinges 
significantly horizontally, it does not impinge 
vertically because the cornea is much steeper in the 
vertical meridian. 
Fig. 8.2 WTR astigmatism 
showing touch at 3 and 9 o'clock. 
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Figure 8.3 shows a fluorescein staining of a 
spherical RGP on a WTR cornea. The horizontal 
impingement of the lens with the cornea can be 
easily seen in the photo. In addition to the 
horizontal impingement, notice the extra bright 
staining at 6 and 12 o'clock. This is a result of 
the thicker tear layer underneath the lens in the 
vertical meridian. 
Fig. 8.3 WTR astigmatism showing touch at 
3 and 9 o'clock. 
The impingement in the horizontal meridian keeps the lens from moving horizontally. 
Vertically, the lack of impingement provides free movement ofthe lens in the vertical 
direction. This relationship provides for an ideal fit. With each blink the lens is free to 
move vertically. This movement allows beneficial tear layer flow and replacement beneath 
the lens. When the eye is open the eyelids keep the lens centered vertically while the 
horizontal impingement keeps the lens centered horizontally. The patient's corneal health 
and comfort are maximized with this fit. 
Against-the-Rule Astigmatism 
The flattest meridian of the cornea acts as a pivot point for the lens. A spherical rigid lens 
placed on an against-the-rule (ATR) cornea would impinge the cornea in the vertical 
meridian. Figure 8.4 shows the steep horizontal meridian and flat vertical meridian that 
characterize an ATR cornea. 
Fig. 8.4 ATR astigmatism showing touch at 6 o'clock. 
Figure 8.4 also shows the fitting results of a spherical lens placed on an ATR cornea. The 
lens touches at 6 and 12 o' clock. Note the bright staining in the horizontal meridian 
indicating a thicker tear layer horizontally. 
With impingement in the vertical meridian, the lens will move in the horizontal direction. 
Unfortunately, this movement is contrary to movement of the upper lid when blinking. In 
addition, when the eye is open the lens is unlikely to remain centered. The result is an 
uncomfortable, decentered fit. Accordingly, patients with ATR astigmatism should be 
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strongly encouraged to explore other contact lens modalities (e.g., toric soft lenses or 
bitoric RGP's). 
OrthoToo/2000 and Corneal Cylinder 
As you use OrthoTool to analyze lens fits, you must be aware that the tear layer graph 
makes no distinction between ATR and WTR. OrthoTool will only generate a graph of the 
flattest meridian. Thus, it is important to remember the patient's corneal cylinder when 
choosing a lens modality. Otherwise, what appears to be a perfect fit using the OrthoTool 
pro~am, may be less than ideal onyo"llt:pati~nt's eye. 
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Fig. 8.5 OrthoTool reminds of your patient's corneal cylinder after inputting keratometric readings. 
To help you choose the correct type oflens for your patient, OrthoTool provides a quick 
reminder of the patient's cylinder on the "Fit Design" page once you've entered the 
patient's keratometry readings (shown in figure 8.5). 
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Practical Application 
The following cases will guide you through the fitting process of an RGP lens using the 
OrthoTool program. Let's get started: enter the first patient's data on the Fit Design page. 
Case one: 
OD: 41.75/41.12@ 164 
OS: 41.75/41.25@ 180 
-2.00-0.25 X 176 
-2.25-0.50 X 180 
HVID 11.5mm 
HVID 11.5mm 
1) After entering the patient's data what are the initial suggested lens parameters given by 
OrthoTool? 
OD: Base 
---
Power __ _ Diameter __ _ 
OS: Base 
---
Power __ _ Diameter __ _ 
2) Using this initial lens, are you likely to see a (Flat, Steep, or Perfect) fit? 
If you're not sure, OrthoTool makes it easy by simulating the fit. Don 'tforget to 
use the Standard Tear Film page. 
3) What would be the next logical step to fit this patient? 
A) Order the lens. 
B) Steepen the base curve or increase the overall diameter. 
C) Flatten the base curve or decrease the overall diameter. 
D) Increase peripheral curve width. 
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Case two: 
OD: 43.75/43.12@ 088 
OS: 44.75/43.25@ 093 
-3.25-0.75 X 083 
-2.75-1.25 X 099 
HVID ll.Omm 
HVID 11.0mm 
1) The preset default for the lens diameter is 9.0mm. The most appropriate choice for the 
initial trial lens would be--------' 
A) 8.5 
B) 9.0 
C) 9.5 
D) 10.0 
2) If you only used the standard tear film page to assess the fit for this patient you would be 
led to believe that the left eye's lens would be a good fit. Why is this not true? 
3) The best contact lens modality for this patient is ... 
A) Spherical RGP 
B) Toric soft lens 
C) Spherical soft lens 
D) Spectacles are the only valid solution for this patient 
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Case three: 
OD: 44.25/45.12@ 094 
OS: 44.75/45.25@ 093 
-1.25-0.75 X 176 
-1.75-0.25 X 011 
HVID 12.0mm 
HVID 12.0mm 
1) An appropriate lens to order for the right eye would have the following lens parameters 
A) Power -1.25 
B) Power -1.25 
C) Power -1.75 
D) Power -1.75 
Base Curve 7.65 
Base Curve 7.50 
Base Curve 7.50 
Base Curve 7.65 
OAD9.0mm 
OAD9.0mm 
OAD9.0mm 
OAD9.0mm 
2) In your fitting set you only have a base curve of7.55 to try on this patient. You 
determine that you would like to steepen the fit by increasing the overall diameter to 
10.0mm. What power will you now need to order for the right lens? 
A) -1.00 
B) -1.25 
C) -1.50 
D) -1.75 
3) In reality a 9.0 OAD trial lens with the 7.55 base curve had the best fit. What power 
would need to be ordered for this lens? 
A) -1.00 
B) -1.25 
C) -1.50 
D) -1.75 
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